Submittal Notes

Included in this document are finalized files for the Wilderness Trailhead Information Boards.

See the accompanying DVD for the source files.

Replacing Customized Message Tiles

IMPORTANT: Changes to the message tiles should only be made in the master InDesign files. DO NOT make changes to the tiles once they have been placed in the overall background layout. This will avoid multiple versions being used.

Step 1. Open the message tile in InDesign
- Open the master .indd file of the message tile in question and make any changes (such as including the appropriate CFR). Relink any missing photos. Save.
- Keep this file open (ex. Msg_4_Stick_100%_WEST.indd).

Step 2. Copy and paste into the overall InDesign background layout
- Open the .indd file of the layout size you want to customize (ex. Westside_40x42_100%).
- Go back to the message tile file ((ex. Msg_4_Stick_100%_WEST.indd —which should still be open according to Step 1). Using the selection tool, select all items. Group. Copy.
- Now make the background layout file active (ex. Westside_40x42_100%). Paste.
- Move the tile into place.
Heading Variations

East Side

West Side

West Side - no mountain
Welcome!

You are entering a special place.

Congress established this Wilderness to protect and maintain its wild character, intact ecosystems, and natural processes and to provide outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation. The 1964 Wilderness Act is a promise that these special places will endure.
Congress established this Wilderness to protect and maintain its wild character, intact ecosystems, and natural processes and to provide outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation. The 1964 Wilderness Act is a promise that these special places will endure.

Welcome! You are entering a special place.

#772 — Burnt Corral Trail
Lake Chelan—Sawtooth Wilderness

Leave No Trace
On your part to protect this place:
- Plan Ahead and Prepare
- Travel and camp on durable surfaces
- Dispose of waste properly
- Leave what you find
- Do not feed wildlife
- Do not change natural conditions

Wilderness Boundary:
Special Rules Now Apply
Whether you are day hiking or planning to camp, the following Wilderness regulations now apply:

Are You Prepared?
In Wilderness, you must rely on yourself and your companions.

Savor the Solitude
Embrace this opportunity to self-discovery and positive recreation:
- Hike alone or with a small group
- Set your own schedule
- Preserve the wilderness
- Respect wildlife
- Leave no trace

Any Name National Forest
Welcome! You are entering a special place.

Congress established this Wilderness to protect and maintain its wild character, intact ecosystems, and natural processes and to provide outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation. The 1964 Wilderness Act is a promise that these special places will endure.
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Welcome!
You are entering a special place.

Congress established this Wilderness to protect and maintain its wild character, intact ecosystems, and natural processes and to provide outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation. The 1964 Wilderness Act is a promise that these special places will endure.

#772 — Burnt Corral Trail
Lake Chelan-Sawtooth Wilderness

Keep Weeds Out
Protect wildlife species and riparian ecosystems.
- Maintain campsite intact
- Leave fire rings and other fire features in place
- Camp away from water to reduce erosion
- Keep campsites free of weed seeds

Wilderness Up Ahead:
Special Rules Apply
Whether you are day hiking or planning to camp, the following general regulations apply in all Wildernesses:
- Party size is limited
- Motorized and mechanized equipment is prohibited
- No Pets
- No Campfires
- No Gas Stoves

Site Specific Message
Insert title here

Wilderness & Wildfire
Naturally occurring wildfires may be allowed to burn with close monitoring.

Any Name National Forest
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You are entering a special place.

Congress established this Wilderness to protect and maintain its wild character, intact ecosystems, and natural processes and to provide outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation. The 1964 Wilderness Act is a promise that these special places will endure.
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Welcome! You are entering a special place.

Congress established this Wilderness to protect and maintain its wild character, intact ecosystems, and natural processes and to provide outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation. The 1964 Wilderness Act is a promise that these special places will endure.

Wilderness Boundary:
Special Rules Now Apply

Whether you are day hiking or planning to camp, the following Wilderness regulations now apply:

- No Motorized and mechanized equipment is permitted. No Bicycles
- No Chainsaws
- No Generators
- No High Impact Sports
- No Hunting
- No Atv's

Leave No Trace
Do your part to protect this place.

- Plan ahead and prepare
- Travel and Camp on durable surfaces
- Dispose of waste properly
- Leave What You Find
- Respect wildlife
- Be considerate of other visitors
- Do not create additional features

Any Name National Forest
Welcome!
You are entering a special place.

Congress established this Wilderness to protect and maintain its wild character, intact ecosystems, and natural processes and to provide outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation. The 1964 Wilderness Act is a promise that these special places will endure.

Wilderness Up Ahead: Special Rules Apply
Whether you are day hiking or planning to camp, the following general regulations apply in all Wilderness:

- Party size is limited
- Motorized and mechanized equipment prohibited
- No campfires
- No motors
- No Generators
- No Livestock

Taking Stock?
Properly certified wood fire is required

Any Name National Forest
Welcome!
You are entering a special place.

Congress established this Wilderness to protect and maintain its wild character, intact ecosystems, and natural processes and to provide outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation. The 1964 Wilderness Act is a promise that these special places will endure.
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Wilderness Up Ahead: *Special Rules Apply*

Whether you are day hiking or planning to camp, the following general regulations apply in all Wildernesses:

- **Party size is limited.**
- **Motorized and mechanized equipment is prohibited.**
- **No Bicycles**
- **No Chainsaws**
- **No Generators**

---

**Leave No Trace**
*Do your part to protect this place.*

- Plan Ahead and Prepare
- Travel and Camp on Durable Surfaces
- Dispose of Waste Properly
- Leave What You Find
- Minimize Campfire Impacts
- Respect Wildlife
- Be Considerate of Other Visitors

---

**Taking Stock?**
*Processed certified weed-free feed is required.*

- Clean stock and gear before hitting the trail.
- Use hobbles, highlines, and portable electric fences.
- Restock 200 feet from water.
- Scatter manure and fill pawed areas.

---

**Keep Weeds Out**
*Protect native species and maintain ecosystems.*

- Remove weed seeds from your clothing and equipment.
- Brush animals before and after backcountry trips.
- Avoid traveling through or camping in weed-infested areas.

---

**Are You Prepared?**
*In Wilderness, you must rely on yourself and your companions.*

- Cell phone and radio coverage is limited or absent. Emergency response may take a long time to arrive.
- Trails may be narrow, rough, and have fewer signs.
- There are usually no outhouses, tent pads, or fire rings.
Wilderness Boundary: Special Rules Now Apply

Whether you are day hiking or planning to camp, the following Wilderness regulations now apply:

- **Camping in Designated Campsites Only**
- A (self-issued) Wilderness permit is required.
- Party size is limited to ___ including stock.

- **Motorized and mechanized equipment is prohibited.**
- **No Bicycles**
- **No Chainsaws**
- **No Generators**

Camping?

- Camp on durable surfaces: rock, gravel, dry grasses, or snow.
- Camp at least 200 feet from lakes and streams.
- In popular areas, use existing campsites.
- In pristine areas, disperse use.

Minimize Fire Impacts

- Whenever possible, use a lightweight cookstove.
- If building an open fire, use a fire blanket or pan, or use an established fire ring.

Be Sanitary

- Pack out all leftover food, trash, toilet paper, and hygiene products.
- Deposit solid human waste in a cathole or carry it out with a blue bag system.
- Catholes should be:
  - At least 200 feet from water, camp, and trails
  - 6 to 8 inches deep
  - Covered and disguised when finished
Eastside Message Tiles

Savor the Solitude
Embrace this opportunity for self-discovery and primitive recreation.

- Rest or camp away from trails and others.
- Let nature’s sounds prevail.
- Control your pets.
- Consider logging off and powering down.

Site Specific Message
Insert sub-title here
Asimuscul inverio. Ita dolent et accabor emporestes dolorat iosam, apicitis veri cusdant offic tem harum eum cum dolesti aut alit doluptat volecieatem non nus enderformat atemporeius, nis net

Wilderness & Wildfire
Naturally occurring wildfires may be allowed to burn with close monitoring.

- If a wildfire starts, it is not always possible to inform you if you are in a dangerous situation. Be aware of your surroundings.
- For information regarding Wilderness fire policy, please contact your local ranger station.
Wilderness Up Ahead:
Special Rules Apply

Whether you are day hiking or planning to camp, the following general regulations apply in all Wildernesses:

Party size is limited. Motorized and mechanized equipment is prohibited.

- No Bicycles
- No Chainsaws
- No Generators

Leave No Trace
Do your part to protect this place.

- Plan Ahead and Prepare
- Travel and Camp on Durable Surfaces
- Dispose of Waste Properly
- Leave What You Find
- Minimize Campfire Impacts
- Respect Wildlife
- Be Considerate of Other Visitors

Taking Stock?
Processed certified weed-free feed is required.

- Clean stock and gear before hitting the trail.
- Use hobbles, highlines, and portable electric fences.
- Rest stock 200 feet from water.
- Scatter manure and fill pawed areas.

Keep Weeds Out!
Protect native species and maintain ecosystems.

- Remove weed seeds from your clothing and equipment.
- Brush animals before and after backcountry trips.
- Avoid traveling through or camping in weed-infested areas.

Are You Prepared?
In Wilderness, you must rely on yourself and your companions.

- Cell phone and radio coverage is limited or absent; emergency response may take a long time to arrive.
- Trails may be narrow, rough, and have fewer signs.
- There are usually no outhouses, tent pads, or fire rings.
Westside Message Tiles

Wilderness Boundary:
Special Rules Now Apply

Whether you are day hiking or planning to camp, the following Wilderness regulations now apply:

- Camping in Designated Campsites Only
- A (self-issued) Wilderness permit is required.
- Party size is limited to ___ including stock.
- Motorized and mechanized equipment is prohibited.
- No Bicycles
- No Chainsaws
- No Generators

Camping?

- Camp on durable surfaces: rock, gravel, dry grasses, or snow.
- Camp at least 200 feet from lakes and streams.
- In popular areas, use existing campsites.
- In pristine areas, disperse use.

Minimize Fire Impacts

- Whenever possible, use a lightweight cookstove.
- If building an open fire, use a fire blanket or pan, or use an established fire ring.

Be Sanitary

- Pack out all leftover food, trash, toilet paper, and hygiene products.
- Deposit solid human waste in a cathole or carry it out with a blue bag system.
- Catholes should be:
  - At least 200 feet from water, camp, and trails
  - 6 to 8 inches deep
  - Covered and disguised when finished
Savor the Solitude

Embrace this opportunity for self-discovery and primitive recreation.

- Rest or camp away from trails and others.
- Let nature’s sounds prevail.
- Control your pets.
- Consider logging off and powering down.

Site Specific Message

Insert sub-title here

Asimuscul inverio. Ita dolent et accabor emporestes dolorat ioriam, apicitis veri cusdant offici tem harum cum cum dolesti aut alit doluptat voleceatem non nus enderfernat atemporeius, nis net

Wilderness & Wildfire

Naturally occurring wildfires may be allowed to burn with close monitoring.

- If a wildfire starts, it is not always possible to inform you if you are in a dangerous situation. Be aware of your surroundings.
- For information regarding Wilderness fire policy, please contact your local ranger station.